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LOCATION
Issaquah, WA

OWNER
Swedish Medical Services

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Sellen Construction
Seattle, WA

ARCHITECT
CollinsWoerman
Seattle, WA

SWEDISH HOSPITAL & MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

INTERVIEW WITH WES HAGEN
Vice President, Senior Superintendent, Sellen Construction
Conducted with Harold Fleming, Business Development Manager, LATICRETE SUPERCAP, LLC

Swedish Hospital and Medical Office Building

Unvented Pan on Metal Deck

QUESTION: Why did the Sellen team select SUPERCAP?
HAGEN: Having built numerous structural steel buildings, we know it is an educated guess to predict where
deflection will occur on concrete slabs. It is impossible to achieve flat & level concrete slabs on structural steel. We
use a welded Nelson Stud and sleeve assembly to transfer loads; nevertheless, connections slip, sometimes snap and
the direction of movement can’t be controlled. SUPERCAP eliminated the uncertainties – using our traditional method
we never knew if the slab was going to pass (for flatness).
QUESTION: What happens if the concrete slab doesn’t pass for flatness when you are ready to install
the finished floor?
HAGEN: This project required a very aggressive schedule, and we were postive that SUPERCAP would help keep us
on schedule. We used SUPERCAP over 500,000 sq. ft. (or 90%) of the new concrete slabs. We felt the 10% would
not be an issue, because it was on grade and in less stringent areas. Today, we are taking care of problems seven
months later on those non-SUPERCAP areas. That 10% is costing six days per are and there are three areas. Imagine if
we had to deal with 100% of this right now and not being able to proceed with installing finished floors? Having flat
floors pulled one month out of our build schedule.

Bull Float Base Slab
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Located in Issaquah, Washington, Swedish Hospital and Medical Office Building is a
600,000 square foot building project. It was the first major hospital built in King County,
Washington using Building Information Modeling, Lean Building Principals and Integrated
Project Delivery. Sellen Construction made the decision to use SUPERCAP Underlayment
to cap the concrete base slab, rather than having traditional concrete steel trowel finishing
specified. In September 2011, Hammes, Sellen and Collins Woerman announced at
the Chicago Healthcare Symposium the project not only was completed way ahead of
schedule…it came in nearly $35 million dollars under budget!
On its website, www.hammesco.com/swedish.html, Hammes company stated: “We
were able to deliver the freestanding emergency department and outpatient facilities in
eight months compared with 12 months for traditional construction methods, and at a
core and shell cost of $75 per square foot (PSF) versus initial cost estimates that
exceed $135 PSF.”
“These results were possible because we maximized our design and construction
productivity and cost-effectiveness through the use of several advanced project
management techniques,” adds Eric Oliner, a Vice President with Hammes. “Those
included building information modeling (BIM) and integrated project delivery (IPD). Time
and money are also being saved by techniques such as prefabricating hospital components
off-site and trucking them in for installation.”
n
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S tarting with Building Information Modeling (BIM), SUPERCAP transforms a virtual
elevation into an actual elevation without deflection. It provides the build team with
the confidence of a known elevation that exceeds Floor Flatness and Floor Levelness
specifications on, or above grade. The ensuing value stream assures that off-site
fabrication and onsite assembly occur without substrate disconnects.
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T he LATICRETE SUPERCAP System’s contribution to LEAN building is difficult to
overstate, it clearly eliminates dozens of wasteful tasks affording productivity increases
similar to those achieved by an assembly line. SUPERCAP plays an integral role for
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD), just like an insurance policy that eliminates waste
before it occurs.

n

S UPERCAP will improve quality, increase work flow, require less human effort, less
capital, less time at far less cost.

n

F or the Swedish Hospital and Medical Office Building project, Division 9 Contract
Flooring provided the major portion of the floor covering package in record time without
a single change order relating to floor flatness, moisture or major floor prep.

SG3 Vaportight Coat

Power of the Pump Truck

T he SUPERCAP System capped nearly 100% of the concrete base slab. This eliminated
the need for traditional concrete finishing, got rid of high alkalinity, corrected any
concrete deflection, reduced vapor emissions to below 3-lbs, and the need for major
floor prep.

n

T he LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® System is a proven LEAN tool used to cap (finish) a bull
float concrete slab as early as seven days after placement.

n


LATICRETE
SUPERCAP is both LEED-Qualified and GREENGUARD Certified®: It is produced
throughout the United States at locations not more than 500 miles from 95% of the
nation’s entire population, which adds to the LEED scorecard.

QUESTION: How did SUPERCAP help pull one month from the build schedule?
HAGEN: We have multiple 300’ hallways and achieving flat floors with SUPERCAP is allowing us to install floors
in areas we always expect a flooring contractor to reject because the concrete flatness/levelness is out of the floor
covering spec. We have also been able to create templates for crucial headwall millwork, which is fabricated off-site in
North Dakota. Traditionally we order millwork individually scribed, cut and fit separately; which always costs us time.
When they arrived they fit and installed without delays. We used to order all of our materials long, mark each one,
cut and fit individually, thus installation was time consuming. Here our framing was cut to fit off site; doorframes
were set without shimming. Headwall units were prefabricated and installed without cutting. Electrical outlets and
fixtures were set using a template. In addition, we didn’t worry about rainouts on pour days.
QUESTION: Could you elaborate on how SUPERCAP impacted scheduling and costs?
HAGEN: SUPERCAP allowed us to typically complete concrete placement by lunchtime and that was that. Overtime
come into play when guys have to work through lunch. They get paid overtime for that ½ hour. The bigger benefit
is no overtime for “finishing” labor. We generally place 15,000 sq. ft. per day with 15 men who get their nooners.
The old rule of thumb for production, we’d get about 1,000 sq. ft. per day per man. Using SUPERCAP allowed us to
averaged 7-9 men to place 18k – 20k… fewer men, less time and no nooners. Plus we didn’t have any need or
associated costs for mobilizing finishing equipment, a significant cost that we totally eliminated. SUPERCAP gave us
the peace of mind that we could advance with our schedule and we all slept better at night.
QUESTION: Did the installation of SUPERCAP have an immediate impact on any other aspect of
your schedule?
HAGEN: Absolutely, we were able to perform a 1x layout. In other words, we put our lines down on the floor the
day following SUPERCAP installation and then structural fireproofing. The difference was that the fireproofing cleanedup so easy and without sticking that our lines were remarkably unchanged. Our weekly tracking planner PPC (Percent
Planned Complete) averaged over 90%. The industry average is 54%. The majority of work not completed stemmed
from RFI’s and owner changes.
QUESTION: The finished floor is being installed now. How has SUPERCAP held up after 7 months of being open to
construction traffic?
HAGEN: We haven’t had any issue with floor flatness and not one change order to date for additional floor prep –
even at the primary entries. We are installing rubber sheet flooring, sheet vinyl, VCT, and carpet tile. I’ve been
taking the risks with our floors all along doing it the old fashion way; SUPERCAP allowed us to take the risks out
of the equation.

Install LATICRETE® SUPERCAP®
up to 40,000 sq. ft. per day

QUESTION: Will you go back to the traditional method of placing and finishing concrete?
HAGEN: I would have to be an idiot to go back to doing it the old way. We will turn over the first phase of the
hospital for occupancy on June 30th, 2011; we broke ground on January 4th, 2010.

